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SUMMARY

The Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility (AGHCF) at Argonne National Laboratory-East is a research
facility where sample examinations involve traditional photography. The AGHCF documents
samples with photographs (both Polaroid self-developing and negative film). Wastes generated
include developing chemicals. The AGHCF evaluated, procured, and installed a digital camera
system for the Leitz metallograph to significantly reduce labor, supplies, and wastes associated with
traditional photography with a return on investment of less than two years.
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ABSTRACT

The Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility (AGHCF) at Argonne National Laboratory-East is a research
facility that originally focused on the post-irradiation examination of fiels and structural components
for reactor developmen~ that role has expanded over the years to include analysis and testing of
components for existing reactors. Many examinations in the AGHCF involve sample inspection and
photography (using both Polaroid and negative generation) on a shielded Leitz metallograph. Photos
are then printed with a photographic printer. Waste is generated in taking Polaroid photographs,
developing negatives, and printing photographs. Photographic supplies, including film and
chemicals, cost the facility an average of $1,000 per month.

The AGHCF evaluated the addition of digital photography capability to the Leitz metallograph. This
capability would result in a significant reduction of the photography-related waste streams while
allowing the efficient electronic transfer of data to customers requesting photographs. A Pollution
Prevention Opportunity Assessment was initiated and a digital system was evaluated for purchase.
The evaluation showed that total digital system costs would allow for a return on investment in the
form of saved labor and materials in less than two years. This paper discusses the process of
evaluating, purchasing, and installing and using the digital system.

BACKGROUND
.

Standard metallography examinations in the Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility (AGHCF) require that
photographs be taken to document the condition of samples. Photography in the facility can be
extensive, depending on the size and type of sample, with up to 100 photos taken per sample. This
section describes the type of photography used at the AGHCF and the associated costs.

Samples come to the facility from many sources. Upon placement in the hot cell, each sample
undergoes a post-irradiation examination (PIE), which may involve sectioning the sample into small
pieces that are mounted in metallographic mounts. The mounts are then prepared for visual
examination by grinding and polishing the surface of the sample. Some sample surfaces may be
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examination by grinding and polishing the surface of the sample. Some sample surfaces may be
etched with acidic solutions to enhance specific features of the samples. The prepared sample is then
ready for optical examination with the Leitz metallograph, an optical microscope that can be used
to evaluate the sample under a variety of lighting and magnification settings. The metallograph also
contains multiple viewing ports to allow the use of an assortment of viewing or photography
equipment. The historical photography method involved the use of a bellows-drawn camera that
accommodates both Polaroid self-developing film and negative film that requires developing.

Atypical sample is fust photographed in its entirety at a chosen magnification, such as 35X. Because
the frame size is typically much smaller than the sample, multiple photographs must be taken to
photograph the entire sample. The film used for these photos is self-developing black and white
Polaroids. The photos are then cropped to the required size and manually glued together to form a
mosaic of the sample. A person taking these photographs could spend 1 to 2 hours taking the
photographs needed; another 1 to 2 hours can be spent assembling the mosaic. The number of
photographs required for the mosaic can vary from 4 (for very low magnification) to 100 (for higher
magnification). Typically, 50 to 75 photographs are required to compile a mosaic.

After the mosaic is completed, multiple higher-magnification photographs are taken across the
sample to document specific features. These photographs are taken both with self-developing
Polaroid (to veri~ lighting levels and to use as documentation in the sample record book) and
negatives. The negatives must be developed in a facility darkroom. Once the negatives are
developed, multiple copies of the photo are printed on a facility photographic printer. Furthermore,
a negative photograph of the mosaic is taken to shrink the mosaic to a single 8 x 10-inch photo. The
negative is developed and photographs are printed on the photographic printer.

The work described above has been completed for virtually every metallographic sample in the
AGHCF thus far. Furthermore, many samples undergo this process twice--once for the as-polished
condition and a second time for the as-etched condition.

PHOTOGRAPHY ISSUES

All metallographic photography at the AGHCF thus fhr is in black and white. The AGHCF finds it
increasingly difficult to acquire the required quantities of supplies for black and white ~hotography.
Furthermore, the photographic printer owned by the AGHCF is aging and it has maintenance
problems. Parts for the printer, no longer made, are increasingly difficult to obtain, and support for
the machine is decreasing.

The taking and developing of photographs requires the use of chemicals. The chemicals used are
common to every developing laboratory; however, in keeping with the “as low as reasonably
achievable,” or ALAQ principle, methods to continuously reduce personnel exposure to the
chemicals should be developed.



COST ESTIMATES

Total labor requirements for compilation of a mosaic, negative production and development, and
photograph printing are approximately 8 hours for a labor cost of approximately $1,000 per sample.
Conservatively, five to ten samples per month are examined on the metallograph in the manner
described above. Therefore, labor charges range from $5,000 to $10,000 per month for
metallographic examination on the metallograph.

A review of a few months of charges for photographic supplies, including film and developers, for
both negative developing and photographic printing revealed that an average of $1,000 is spent per
month on supplies. Several gallons of water are also used to rinse developed negatives; the transition
to digital photography will also greatly reduce water usage by the group.

In addition, approximately 10 gallons per month of chemical waste is generated in the form of used
developing chemicals. Labor costs are approximately $500 for waste packaging and documentation
before disposal.

The cost of a new digital camera and data acquisition/process system was estimated at $30,000. With
a cost avoidance of greater than $1,500 per month, the return on investment would be less than two
years.

OPPORTUNITY

Digital photography technology is now rendering the use of the traditional, chemical-based
photography methods obsolete. If digital technology can be implemented at the AGHCF with the
Leitz metallograph, costs associated with labor and supplies, chemical wastes, and chemical
exposures can be nearly eliminated.

A very few AGHCF samples will still require the use of traditional photography methods, but we
estimate that 95°/0of the photography can be digitized. Furthermore, labor will still be required to
take photographs and electronically assemble mosaics. Therefore, the realized savings in a digital
photography system will be in the elimination of labor for duplication of photography efforts for
high-magnification photos, photography of mosaics; developing of negatives, and%printing of
photographs on the photographic printer. Furthermore, the need to purchase photography supplies
and to use rinse water will be nearly eliminated.

Digital photography would allow the AGHCF recordkeeping system to store photographs
electronically, in turn simpli~ing use of photographs in reports and transmitting of photographs to
customers. Finally, the storage of photographs on compact disc media is efticient in that CDs are
extremely durable, can store hundreds of photos on a single disc, and require much less storage space
than do traditional photographs.
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ASSESSMENT

The staff of the AGHCF researched the availability of digital photographic equipment suitable for
the Leitz metallograph. Specific issues included the speed of the camera, the quality of the
photography, and the compatibility with the light source provided by the metallograph. Several
cameras were evaluated on-site by the staff. Additional required features included the capability to
focus the image through the computer screen, software that would assemble the photographs into
mosaics with minimal effort, and a computer with the capacity for large quantities of photographs
to be taken without significant slowdown. Furthermore, a printer was sought that would produce
high-quality prints.

AGHCF personnel identified a camera system that provided both the camera and computer. A
printer was available as a separate purchase, but proved to be cost-prohibitive. Instead, we obtained
an ink-jet printer that provided acceptable print quality, and we will use outside services for high-
quality printing if the need arises.

The SPOT-2 camera met the functional requirements for the digital camera system required by the
AGHCF. The camera was tested on the Leitz metallograph with good results and subsequently
purchased. Initial fimding for the camera was provided by the Argome-East Pollution Prevention
Program, with matching funds supplied by the AGHCF. The camera vendor also provided a
computer system that met the fictional requirements of the AGHCF and allows storage of
photographs on the system hard drive and writing of the photographs to a CD. Furthermore, the
computer would be network-ready. A soflware program that assembles photographs into mosaics
was also located and purchased separately.

INSTALLATION AND USE

The Leitz metallograph digital camera system (Fig. 1) was successfi.dly installed in August 1999.
The vendor provided on-site training on the camera usage. Facility procedures have been developed
for the camera, which is now the primary photography method for samples examined on the Leitz
metallograph.

The camera has also provided tioreseen benefits. Frequently, customers visit the AGEJCFto view
their samples on the metallograph, sometimes requesting certain photography at the time of the visit.
The new digital system, with simple operation, allows AGHCF tecluicians to provide the required
photographs instantaneously and for the customer to evaluate them with software purchased with
the camera. Unwanted photographs are simply erased or not saved to the computer’s hard drive,
whereas the traditional method of photography resulted in wasted film, developing, and labor. This
capability has greatly increased the efficiency of both AGHCF technicians and scientists.
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Fig. 1 Spot-2 Digital Camera (center) Installed on Leitz metallograph.

CONCLUSIONS

The Leitz metallograph digital camera system installed in the AGHCF has greatly increased the
efficiency of metallographic examinations. The camera allows photographs to be taken
electronically instead of with the traditional Polaroid and negative methods. The nearelimination
of traditional photography has resulted in greatly reduced purchases of photographic supplies and
generation of chemical waste. Furthermore, the need for developing chemicals has been nearly
eliminated, as has the associated personnel chemical exposure. The camera is easy to use and
required little training for proficiency by both technicians and scientists. The computer system
associated with the camera permits the efficient storage of digital photographs. Total system costs
were approximately $30,000. The ANL-E Pollution Prevention Program provided $15,000 in
funding, and the AGHCF provided matching finds. With a monthly cost avoidance of somewhat
greater than $1,500 per month, the return on investment is less than two years for this system. This
ANL-E Pollution Prevention Project has met its objective of waste reduction, and photographic
efficiency in the AGHCF has increased significantly.
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